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1 Introduction

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are powerful models that can solve different tasks as speech, images,
and natural language understanding. In recent years, they have outperformed classical Machine Learn-
ing (ML) algorithms on numerous tasks. The problem with deep learning algorithms is designing them
manually and tuning their parameters, which consumes time and requires human effort. To solve this is-
sue, researchers have proposed Neural Architecture Search (NAS), which automatically designs a DNN
for a specific task. NAS automates network architecture engineering. It aims to find a network topology
to achieve the best performance on a specific task.

Typically, NAS consists of two stages: the searching stage, which aims to find a good-performing
architecture, and the evaluation stage, in which the best-performing architecture is first trained using
the training dataset and validated on the test set of the dataset. Corresponding to these two stages,
NAS consists of three main components: search space A, search strategy, and performance estimation
strategy. Let A be a single network in the A search space, i.e., A ∈ A. Let Dtrain and Dval be two
subsets of dataset belonging to train and validation, respectively. The performance of architecture A
trained on Dtrain and validated on Dval sets is measured by a function F . NAS is mathematically
formulated as follows:

argmax
A

= F(Sval(Strain(A))) (1)

This study proposes a NAS approach based on evolutionary algorithm for searching Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) architectures. For solution representation, a continuous encoding scheme is
also proposed.

2 Methodology

In this study, we proposed an approach for designing CNN architectures using Genetic Algorithm (GA).
A number of studies have used GA to design CNN based architectures [2]. Combined with GA, a contin-
uous encoding scheme is adopted to represent individuals, which maps each individual to corresponding
layers with specific filter sizes. A total of 10 operations are used including convolution blocks, residual
blocks, and pooling layers with different parameter settings. Numerous encoding schemes have been
proposed in the literature to represent the CNN architecture.

These encoding schemes have a direct impact on the search space’s complexity and architecture
performance [1]. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we performed experiments
on the CIFAR-10 dataset [3]. The implemented GA consists of four steps: (i)First step, the individuals
are generated randomly using uniform distribution between the range of 0 and 1. (ii)Second step, the
individuals are selected using a binary tournament approach. (iii)Third step, for reproduction one-point



crossover and bit-flipping mutation operators are used. (iv)Fourth step, for replacement strategy, the
offspring replaces the worst individual in the population to update the population. The visualization of
the encoding scheme adopted in this study is shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 1: Examples of genotype and phenotype representations of the proposed approach. The genotype repre-
sentation is shown in (a) where each gene consists of probability value between 0 and 1 mapping towards some
layers. In (b) the phenotype of each individual is shown in which each gene represents some convolution layers
with kernel size, skip connection or some pooling layers.

3 Experimental Results

To evaluate the effectiveness of proposed approach, we perform experiments on CIFAR-10 dataset [3]
with different parameter settings.

FIG. 2: Convergence of the best fitness values on 20 generations

Population Size 20
Training Epochs 20

Population Size 30
Training Epochs 200

Number of Generations = 10 79% 86%
Number of Generations = 20 81% 92%

TAB. 1: Accuracy scores on different population sizes with the number of generations and training epochs.

The results on different parameters settings such as population size, number of training epochs, and
number of generations are shown in TAB. 1.It is observed from the results that increasing the population
size and the number of generations leads to the exploration of more diverse solutions, which increases
the chances of finding an optimal solution. A good solution is found with a better accuracy score. We
consider the loss obtained from model on testing data as the fitness. Furthermore, the convergence graph
of fitness on 20 generations is shown in FIG. 2
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